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Math • Phys Alumni

The Alumni Faculty Group for graduates of mathematics, physics and computational science.

The Common Denominator
Mathematics and physics are inextricably linked and work successfully together. Studying at ETH Zurich first brought us together and now in the professional world our paths cross anew. Let's stay connected - with ETH Math • Phys Alumni!

Spectrum
The ETH Math • Phys Alumni Group is based on the following key elements:

- **Network**
  Platform for exchanging experiences and developing professional and personal relationships with others in the same field.

- **Partner**
  Constructive exchange with relevant associations and organisations.

- **Presence**
  Representation of ETH mathematicians and physicists in industry and within the community.

- **Events**
  Excursions, company visits, regulars' table and lectures - prepare to be surprised!

- **Mentoring**
  Linking the university and alumni.

This wide-ranging offer is an opportunity to maintain existing academic contacts and establish new ones.

Integrate
As part of the umbrella organisation, members of the Math • Phys Alumni Group are also entitled to a extensive variety of benefits and services.

Did we spark your interest?
Further information as well as the link to register is available at: www.alumni-mathphys.ethz.ch
Direct your questions or comments to: mathphys@alumni.ethz.ch